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A SYSTEMIC METHODOLOGY FOR INVESTIGATING THE EFFECTS

Based on the methods described for scenario learning, the largest possible number of
relevant factors and driving forces must be
collected through collective brainstorming
sections. In TIPSLab, we found nearly 70
key factors that we judged pertinent to the
problem of AVs and urban form, across several categories. In the diagram to the right,
the different categories are identified by different colors, as follows:
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Step 2

Supporting information to populate the scenarios are generated through a series of unstructured theme-specific investigations. These investigations preceded the beginning of the
methodology itself and continued throughout
the entire process. They are the result of exploratory conversations taking place in lieu of
the data that is currently unavailable regarding
AV impact.

B

debut

10%

+$20,000

+$10,000

50%

+$7,000

100%

+$3,000

PUBLIC TRANSIT

possibly cheaper
than current
conventional cars

rich
upper middle class
median middle class
lower middle class
poor

Here only a few diagramatic figures, summarizing some examples of what was investigated, are presented.

Only households with very high income have access
to AVs
No major infrastructural change

LEGEND:
Limited advantage
Advantage
Prejudice
Unaffected

Households with low income
and lack of access to AVs
suffer with the deficiency of
public transit

Uptake
Very slow due to initial high prices and
long fleet turnover periods.

Slight decrease in the long term, when
uptake reaches relevant percentages.

Modestly fast
Accelerated.

The majority of households
have replaced their vehicles
for AVs
Cheaper travel increases
number of trips and vehicles
and reduces demand for
public transit

Road space demand

Very slow initially, modest after technology is mature

90%

0

Walking/Horsecar

5 10

availability
of land

25 km

stability of
macro economy

cost of key
raw materials

configuration
of stakeholder
interests

monetization
strategies
for AVs

consideration
of AVs in
planning

AV financing
schemes

Classifying the key
factors

relative
importance
of planning

All the key factors and driving forces are
studied individually and classified based on
level of uncertainty (i.e., how certain we are
that a certain factor will develop a certain
way) and level of impact (i.e., how impactful
a certain actor can be). In the diagram to the
right, Level of Uncetainty is indicated by fill
shade and Level of Impact is indicated by the
thickness of the outline, as follows:
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HOWEVER,
THE
URBAN FORM AND
QUALITY
OUTCOME IS NOT
SIMPLY OR EXCLUSIVELY RELATED
TO TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGIES
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speed and
trajectory
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scale of AV
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urban planning
trends

Degree of Uncertainty
Low

availability and
accessibility
of alternative
vehicle fuels
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market trends

development of
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limits of
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cost of energy

development
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intelligence

development
of vehicle only
intelligence

Transit-Oriented Development

development
of technologies
for stationary use
inside AVs

powering
options
of AVs

organization
of AV software
and hardware
upgrades

development
of AV
technological
standards

land use

All the factors must be connected in a network of influences. The diagram presents the
final network diagram defined by TIPSLab.
Strength of connection is defined as follows:

Ownership of Passenger Modes

Bus / Paratransit
Cities

b

Walking Cities

Shared AV
Cities

Complete Traffic
Saturation

Connectivity between Forces
Car Cities

Private AV
Cities

Motorcycle Cities

AS WELL AS OTHER URBAN CONTEXTS

Urban Mobility Level

Adapted from Rodrigue, J-P. (2015). The Geography of Transport Systems. Online.
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Adapted from Muller, P. (1995). Transportation and urban form. In The geography of urban transportation.

AND EVEN THE EMERGENCY OF NEWER
AND/OR COMPETING TRANSPORTATION
TECHNOLOGIES
URBAN MOBILITY
1880

1900

1920

1940

1960

Initial versions of product

1980

2000

Commercial availability
of true product

2020

2040

Mass market

2060

2080

Prevalence

2100

2120

2140

Human powered vehicles
Bicycle and others
Mass transportation
Collective rail vehicles
Shared rail car
Collective road vehicles
Shared road car
Shared air car

T

Self-owned Land Vehicles

L1L2

L3 L4

Manual automobile
Autonomous Vehicle
Motorcycle & other
Personal transporters
Wearable
Self-owned Aerial vehicles
Flying personal vehicle
Wearable

Historical information based on a variety of sources. Future information based on speculation.

60%

2%

7%

1

3%

0%

50%
40%

30%

conveniences
of personal
car ownership

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
vehicle age

Anaysis using data from MOBILE6 and Granell, J. L. (2002). Model year distribution... PhD dissertation.

INVESTIGATING
THE PROSPECT IMPACTS
OF NEW TRANSPORTATION
TECHNOLOGIES ON URBAN
FORM AND QUALITY IS A COMPLEX
PROBLEM.
A NEW METHODOLOGY, COMPREHENSIVE AND SYSTEMIC, IS NECESSARY.
We base our proposal on existing future
envisioning techniques for business decision making, precedent discussions on the impact of AVs, and
on visionary traditions of architectural design.
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proprietary
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PROGRESSIVE

increase of flexible lifestyles
Home/Work
trips at 9am
and 5pm
make for
most of
trips

Emergence of
new routines,
activities and
forms of
productivity

scale of AV
infrastructure implementation

development
of infrastructure
intelligence

Extense AV
Limited public
infrestruture
interest in
intelligence is anticipated AV
supported infrastructure

AVs focused
Generic infrainsfrastructure
structure
intelligence is intelligence is
prevalent
developed

Moderate

Big
Data and
transp. information
platforms

AVs remain
Appearance
most advaced and uptake of
transp. option new transp.
for several technologies
decades

(b)
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development of
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AND UPTAKE RATES OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY
1 - Time period 1
2 - Time period 2
3 - Time period 3

development
of other new
transportation
technologies

Traffic Saturation
Low

Vancouver’s urban fabric from pre (left) and post (right) autonomobile hegemony eras. Souce: Google Street View

speed of
development
of battery
technology

c

Non-Motorized
Transport

Private

Low

Connecting the system

a

Bus Traffic
Saturation

High

Axis B = regulatory forces +
urban environmental forces
INTERVENTION
FOR AVS

Slow progress through L3 to L4, with
mixed fleet in the long term. Market is
open to new AV models, such as
individual pods and inhabitable modules (e.g. mobile offices), but these are
mostly restricted to the wealthy due to
noncompetitive prices compared to
alternatives. In the long term, vehicle
and system designs that allow for
seamless connectivity to the transit
system become popular.

Number of vehicle

Modest decrease, assuming AV
sharing services and reinforcement of
transit systems reduce overall car
ownership.

Fast progress through L3 to L4,
tending towards exclusivity of L4 AVs
in the long term. Market is open to
new AV models, such as individual
pods and inhabitable modules (e.g.
mobile offices). After manual driving
ban, minimum accidents and high
uptake allow for fast progression of AV
technology.

8 min.1

2 min.

0 min.

37.6%1

19.8%1

Unknown

of users walk
≥30 min. per day2

of users walk
≥30 min. per day2

Increased

Social
Capital

limited
social
interaction

limited
social
interaction

Reduced
Stress

Increased
Stress

Minimum
Stress

Accessible to:

Accessible to:

ALL

Able-bodied
Adults

80

33,561

DEATHS3

Accessible to:

ALL

3,356

DEATHS3

Good

Acceptable

DEATHS4

Bad

1 - Besser, L. M., & Dannenberg, A. L. (2005). Walking to public transit: steps to help meet
physical activity recommendations. American journal of preventive medicine, 29(4), 273-280.
2 - Recommended daily time of physical activity
3 - In the United States, for the year 2011
4 - 10% of fatalities occured in conventional vehicles’ accidents

Possible small increase after trade-off
between increase of miles driven and
overall efficiency of fleet in city roads.
In highways, progressively less road
space is required as percentage of
AVs increases.

Sprawl

Small increase due to large number of
vehicles and higher vehicle miles;
difference if offset to significant extent
in mid to long term because of high
AV network efficiency. After ban of
manual driving (long term), system
efficiency might be able to significantly
surpass increase of trips and result in
freed road space.

Reduced demand mainly due to
reduced car ownership.

Minimally Incentivized, as trips remain
within 45min and speeds do not
improve to great effect.

Incentivized. Trips remain within 45min
but higher speeds in highways and
main arterials allow for greater reach.

Controlled. Typical suburban developments are disadvantageous due to
limited service areas for transit
systems. However, affluent AV oriented
suburbs emerge around the possibility
of longer commutes (e.g. through
mobile offices).

Largely incentivized. Flexible lifestyles,
remote work and willingness to commute for more than 45 min, associated with fast AV trips, make suburban
development very attractive to unprecedented scales. Negative effects on
public transit systems, however, could
be particularly deterrent of low income
suburbs.

Transportation of goods
Mostly manual for local distribution
due to high prices and immature
infrastructure. Mostly autonomous for
long freights in mid-term.
Slow transition to automated systems.

A

A

M

A

A

A

M

Increase but variable depending on
levels of support for alternatives to car
ownership (e.g. car sharing).
Considerable increase; due to the
increase of eligible users, AV fleet
efficiency, lower costs associated with
fully autonomous fleets, competitiveness of this transportation mode and
diversity of AV types.

Average walk
per trip

PROMOTHEUS
DE, 1989 - 1995
ARGO
IT, 1996 - 2001
STANFORD RACING TEAM GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2005
RED TEAM GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2005
TEAM GRAY GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2005
TEAM TERRAMAX GRAND CHALLENGE
IT, 2005
TARTAN RACING GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
STANFORD RACING GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
VICTORTANGO GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
MIT GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
THE BEN FRANKLIN RACING TEAM GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
CORNELL GRAND CHALLENGE
US, 2007
IBEO LUX GRAND CHALLENGE
DE, 2007
TEAM TERRAMAX GRAND CHALLENGE
IT, 2007
VIAC
IT, 2010
GOOGLE CAR
US, 2013
GM
US,2013
DE, 2013
BMW
JP, 2013
TOYOTA
DE, 2013
MERCEDES-BENZ
JP, 2013
NISSAN AUTONOMOUS DRIVE
DE, 2013
AUDI
US, 2014
FORD FUSION HYBRID
SG, 2014
SMART

Little AV interference
Late incentive to autonomous car
sharing and AV inclusion in public
transit systems, but little support for
personal AVs in general.

Parking
Parking infrastructure remain mostly
unaltered.

100% autonomous

A

A

T

Legislation

Mostly autonomous due to incentives.
Infrastructure slowly adapts towards
full automation of the entire distribution
process.

Further reduction of surface parking,
need for AV-specific car sharing/ AV
transit pods parking.

AV-only high-density parking create
large parkade buildings like machines.
Surface parking, just like other vehicle
spaces, are no longer hard definitions
(i.e. “software” based rather than
“hardware” based) and the system
may specify these types of spaces as
required.

AV infrastructure

- Extensive Infrastructure Intelligence
- Dedicated lanes, roads and zones
- AV oriented buildings, such as
fully unmanned “drive-thru” services
and others.

- Punctual Infrastructure Intelligence
in busy intersections and in a few
(self-funded) affluent communities.
- Rare dedicated lanes in highways

AV favorable and regulatory.

- Intermodal structures & intelligence
- Dedicated lanes only for transit-related AVs

Ban of manual driving and wide
support of AVs.

T

AV oriented parkades appear in
profitable lots, with more flexible
distances from main locations.

- Extensive Infrastructure Intelligence
- 100% AV adapted roads, including non-stop four-ways and more
efficient interchanges.
- AV oriented buildings, such as
hubs for mobile inhabitable modules,
fully unmanned “drive-thru” services,
and others.

Studying coherent sets
of assumptions
Considering the set of driving forces systematically laid out in steps 1 to 3, and considering
the crossing of possible outcomes for key
forces (step 4), four different scenarios could
be outlined. The table below describe the
overall contexts that define the scenarios.
Based on these contexts and the assumed
outcomes of the key driving forces being considered, several more specific assumptions
could also be studied. Since the purpose of
this research is speculating on the possible
impact of AVs on future cities, a few specific
assumptions are crucial in coherently populating future scenarios and understanding AV
impact on urban form and quality.
The series of diagrams and descriptions
below describe these assumptions for each
scenario. The assumptions are grouped in the
following topics: AV uptake, vehicle technology, number of vehicles, vehicle miles, road
space demand, transportation of goods, legislation, sprawl, parking, transit infrastructure,
AV infrastructure and other infrastructural
changes.
In a next step of the present research, these
assumptions can be inputed in predictive
models, further informing how different approaches to AV and planning may impact our
cities.

Vehicle miles

physical
connectivity
between
transportation
modes

existing
transportation
options
and trends

Automobile Dependency
Hybrid Cities

Medium

Step 3
availability and
accessibility of
conventional
vehicle fuels

Transit+AV
Cities

Transit Cities

Medium

Slow progress through L3 to L4, with
mixed fleet in the long term. Vehicles
follow conventional car archetype, with
option of manual driving.

No significant difference.

IT ALSO DEPENDS ON EXISTING TRANSPORTATION CULTURE AND INFRATRUCTURE
Public

High

type, size
and age of
urban fabric

urban
movement
patterns

Based on Muller, P. (1995). Transportation and urban form. In The geography of urban transportation.

THIS IMPACT IS DIFFERENT ON EXISTING URBAN
FABRICS AND NEW URBAN FABRICS

Level of Impact

Vehicle technology

Regulations favor a more consistent
range of technologies and standards
in time, which increases fleet overall
efficiency but discourages diversity.
Vehicles follow conventional car
archetype, with option of manual
driving.

Average walk
per trip

LEGEND:

STAKHOLDERS’ INTEREST

AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE

Average walk
per trip

Even cheaper
trips make AV
travel feasible
as mode of mass
transpotation

HISTORICALLY, NEW TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY HAVE HAD AN IMPACT ON URBAN PATTERNS
cost of AV
purchase
and
maintenance

CONVENTIONAL VEHICLE

INTERVENTION
FOR P. TRANSIT

Step 4

Increase for AVs and small overall
increase for the entire automobile fleet
in the long term, when uptake reaches
relevant percentages (<8%). Increase
is due to “zombie” trips, convenience
of trips, and wider range of users
otherwise unable to drive.
Small increase, as car commutes are
relatively low and only a small percentage of these would use AVs. Car-sharing would also increase vehicle miles
through “zombie” rides.

Increase due to convenience of trips
and wider range of users. Increase
might also occur with “Uber” type of
sharing economy platforms for idle
AVs competing with transit trips.
Large increase associated with convenience of trips and wider purpose of
trips (e.g. unmanned pickups).

Decreased network and service.
Average income of transit riders
decrease.

Transit infrastructure
-

Increased network and service.
In the long term, transit systems
becomes diversified and better connected, assisted by autonomous
technologies.

a

+
a
a a

a
a

a
a
a

a

No significant changes

In the long term, public transit systems
become obsolete and are, to some
extent, replaced by services of privately owned companies working with AVs.

FUTURE SCENARIOS: CONTEXT

Step 5

Other infrastructural
changes

+

- Possibility of using freed road
space for bicycle lanes, parks, urban
agriculture, etc.

No significant changes
- Possibility of creating pedestrian
centered zones (e.g. leveled streets)
that require strict vehicle compliance
to rules.

ASSUMPTIONS PER SCENARIO
CLUSTER B Regulatory forces + urban environmental forces
POSSIBLE OUTCOME W

Defining the scenarios’
structure
For manageability, we will focus only on two
clusters of factors for structuring the scenarios’ main variances. They are expected to be
very uncertain and very impactful. Because
of their uncertainty, at least two opposite behaviours can be defined for each key factor.
Finally, the combination of these variations
would result in 4 scenarios, a reasonable
number for in depth exploration. All the remaining factors should be then considered in
relation to the structuring variances in each
scenario.
In the network composed by TIPSLab, it was
observed that the factor named “emerging
consumer demands” occupies an evident
central role in the disposition. We titled its
cluster “lifestyle forces + market forces”. The
two opposite outcomes of the cluster were
organized under the titles “conservative” and
“progressive”. The second most relevant
cluster identified was named “Regulatory
forces + urban environmental forces”. This
cluster comprises factors that planners and
decision makers can directly act on, and that
are of great interest to the developers of this
study. The two opposite outcomes of the
cluster were organized under the titles “transit oriented investment” and “AV investment”.

EACH CLUSTER IS
CONSIDERED TO HAVE TWO
POSSIBLE OPPOSITE OUTCOMES (FIGURE ON LEFT).
THE CROSSCROSSING OF THE TWO
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES OF THE TWO
SELECTED CLUSTERS GENERATES
4 POSSIBLE FUTURE SCENARIOS (FIGURE ON RIGHT).

(b)

(a)

CONSERVATIVE

83c340

Identifying key factors
+ driving forces in the
system

accessibility per socioeconomic class
rich
upper middle class
median middle class
lower middle class
poor

PROGRESSIVE

pressure to
reduce
accidents

POSSIBLE OUTCOME Y

deterioration
of automobile’s
image and
desirability

HEALTH COMPARATIVE

POSSIBLE OUTCOME X

emergence of
AV hacking and
customization

INEQUITY POTENTIAL

Lifestyle forces + market forces CLUSTER A

automationinduced
unemployment

Supporting information
for developing the scenarios

GOVERNMENT DARPA
?EUROPIAN
SINGAPORE
UNIVERSITIES CMU
ETH
?MIT
NUS
PARMA
STANFORD
TULANE U
?U of MICH
R&D
CETECOM
EUREKA
AUTOMOTIVE AUDI
COMPANIES
BMW
CAT
DAIMLER
?FORD
?GM
NISSAN?
OSHKOSH
TOYOTA
?VOLKSWAGEN
?VOLVO
OTHER
ADASENS
COMPANIES ?BOEING
BOSCH
IBEO
?INTEL
GOOGLE
?GRAYMATTER
?HP
?PHILIPS
TASS INTERNATIONAL

Forecasting the Impacts
of Autonomous Vehicles

attitudes
towards
new
technology

population
growth trends

Step 1

INFORMING THE SCENARIOS TO FURTHER DETAIL

POSSIBLE OUTCOME Z

INTERVENTION FOR
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

INTERVENTION FOR
AUTONOMUS VEHICLES

AV uptake progress very slowly (mostly
by the wealthy) and governments continue to focus on public transit to reduce
congestion, pollution and accidents. Variety and connectivity of public transit is
retarded by users’ conservative needs
and expectations; this includes AV integration in public transit systems, which
takes a relaively long time to be considered. No drastic changes to fleet composition and infrastructure is expected in
the mid to long term.

Level 4 AV uptake happens at relatively
accelerated pace, as favorable incentives,
legislation and planning (e.g. subsides
and dedicated lanes) make AVs a competitive option, thus boosting uptake.
Commute related habits are similar to today’s. Car sharing services take the
market share of taxis, with small relative
growth. Popular vehicles typology remain
similar to non-autonomous models and
option of manual driving is protected by
public demand.

Governments continue to focus on public
transit to reduce congestion, pollution
and accidents, giving little immediate attention to AVs. In time, a robust public
transit system supports the success of AV
car sharing services as alternatives to car
ownership. In the long term, autonomous
mass transportation (e.g. buses) and individual pods are gradually incorporated in
the public transit network.

Level 4 AV uptake happens at most accelerated pace, as favorable incentives
meet fast changing and progressive
needs and demands. Different companies and vehicle models appear in the
market, offering a diversity of services,
features and even roles for personally
owned AVs. A variety of ownership
models exist. Vehicles that function as
office space or sleeping space, among
others, are common, and commute habits
change.

